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Introduction 73 

 74 

Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) Extensions (DSP2041) was prepared by the Cloud 75 
Management Working Group and approved by the Process and Incubation Committee. This document 76 
defines the process governing the development and publication of extensions and profiles of the Cloud 77 
Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) Specification. It is targeted to all DMTF members and 78 
external authors of these publications as a framework to facilitate the evolution of CIMI.  79 

The defined process outlined in this document includes: 80 

 Draft a CIMI Extension or profile 81 

 Submit the draft to the Cloud Management Working group 82 

 Obtain an Information DSP document identifier 83 

 Review and modify the document, conforming to appropriate format 84 

 Vote to approve the publication of the document 85 

 Follow DMTF process for publication of informational documents 86 

Typographical conventions  87 

When the extension reproduces text from the referenced CIMI version while defining changes to the 88 
existing text, these changes and their scope are indicated as follows: 89 

For an addition: 90 

The new text is introduced by: “ [EXT-ADD: “ and terminated by “ ] ‘ . The additional text is also color-91 
coded in contrast with surrounding (black) existing text. 92 

For a deletion: 93 

The deleted text is introduced by: “ [EXT-DEL: “ and terminated by “ ] ‘ . The text to be deleted is also 94 
color-coded in contrast with surrounding (black) existing text. 95 

For a substitution: 96 

For a short text: the new text is introduced by: “ [EXT-SUB: “ <new text> “ / “ <old text> and terminated by 97 
“ ] ‘ . The new text is also color-coded in contrast with surrounding (black) existing text, while the old text 98 
is not. 99 

For a long text: the new text is introduced by: “ [EXT-SUB: “ <new text> and terminated by “ ]. The extent 100 
of the deleted old text is indicated otherwise, next to the “EXT-SUB” keyword, e.g. “ [EXT-SUB (replacing 101 
similar text): “ when the extent of the replacement is not ambiguous. 102 

For an update of lesser importance the exact wording of which remains to be decided, or 103 

may be optional: 104 

The text to be considered for update is introduced by: “ [EXT-UPDATE: “ < text-to-be-considered-for-105 
update> and terminated by “ ] ‘ . 106 

 107 
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Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) Extensions  108 

1 Scope 109 

This document defines a DMTF process governing the creation and publication of documents that evolve 110 
the CIMI Specification by either extending its functionality or requiring implementations of specific subsets 111 
of optional functionality. 112 

2 Normative references 113 

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated                                   114 
or versioned references, only the edition cited (including any corrigenda or DMTF update versions) 115 
applies. For references without a date or version, the latest published edition of the referenced document 116 
(including any corrigenda or DMTF update versions) applies. 117 

DMTF DSP0263, Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) Model and RESTful HTTP-based 118 
Protocol 1.1, http://www.dmtf.org/sites/default/files/standards/documents/DSP0263_1.1.0.pdf. 119 

3 Terms and definitions 120 

In this document, some terms have a specific meaning beyond the normal English meaning. Those terms 121 
are defined in this clause. 122 

The terms "shall" ("required"), "shall not", "should" ("recommended"), "should not" ("not recommended"), 123 
"may", "need not" ("not required"), "can" and "cannot" in this document are to be interpreted as described 124 
in ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, Annex H. The terms in parentheses are alternatives for the preceding term, 125 
for use in exceptional cases when the preceding term cannot be used for linguistic reasons. Note that 126 
ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, Annex H specifies additional alternatives. Occurrences of such additional 127 
alternatives shall be interpreted in their normal English meaning. 128 

The terms "clause", "subclause", "paragraph", and "annex" in this document are to be interpreted as 129 
described in ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, Clause 5. 130 

The terms "normative" and "informative" in this document are to be interpreted as described in ISO/IEC 131 
Directives, Part 2, Clause 3. In this document, clauses, subclauses, or annexes labeled "(informative)" do 132 
not contain normative content. Notes and examples are always informative elements. 133 

The terms defined in DSP0004, DSP0223, and DSP1001 apply to this document. The following additional 134 
terms are used in this document. 135 

  2.1136 

CIMI Extension 137 

A document that adds functionality to a specific version of the CIMI Specification. CIMI Extensions may 138 
be created by DMTF members or external authors. The document is written as a series of delta text 139 
modifications to the CIMI Specification and may reference other CIMI Extensions for inclusion. 140 

  2.2141 

CIMI Profile 142 

A document that profiles a specific version of the CIMI Specification, making a specific set of optional 143 
functionality required for purposes of increased interoperability. 144 

http://www.dmtf.org/sites/default/files/standards/documents/DSP0263_1.1.0.pdf
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4 Symbols and abbreviated terms 145 

The abbreviations defined in DSP0004, DSP0223, and DSP1001 apply to this document. The following 146 
additional abbreviations are used in this document. 147 

  3.1148 

DMTF 149 

Distributed Management Task Force 150 

  3.2151 

DSP 152 

DMTF Specification 153 
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5 CIMI Extensions 154 

5.1 Purpose 155 

The purpose of publishing informative CIMI Extensions is to facilitate implementations containing vendor 156 
specific functionalities that could to be added at the CIMI Specification in an experimental manner. 157 
Oftentimes, a specific functionality will first be implemented by a single vendor, and then, after the 158 
business case is proven, imitated by other vendors. Other times, the functionality may not prove valuable 159 
to customers and thus not be imitated by other vendors. If this functionality were to be added to a version 160 
of the CIMI Specification directly, there would be a number of one-off features in the standard, increasing 161 
complexity without adding any interoperability. 162 

5.2 Content 163 

The content of the CIMI Extension document is primarily a set of deltas to a specific version of the CIMI 164 
specification. An implementer would use the extension in conjunction with the CIMI Specification to 165 
implement specified functionalities. CIMI Extension documents are not meant to be used standalone. 166 

In addition, the CIMI Extension document is expected to provide a justification for implementers to 167 
incorporate the extension functionalities into their CIMI implementation. This is documented in the Scope, 168 
Introduction and Use Cases sections of the document. 169 

5.3 Format 170 

The document format for CIMI Extension documents shall follow the template as documented by ANNEX 171 
A. 172 

6 POSIX compliant scheduling support 173 

POSIX.1-2008 defines a standard operating system interface and environment, including a command 174 
interpreter (or “shell”), and common utility programs to support applications portability at the source code 175 
level. 176 

6.1 Extension design and rationale  177 

6.1.1 Specification being extended 178 

These modifications are carried against version 0.125 of the core CIMI Specification. 179 

6.1.2 Purpose 180 

The objective of this extension is to leverage scheduling features already widely and natively available in 181 
POSIX-compliant operating systems. 182 

It is expected that a POSIX-compliant operating system (OS) will be available at many Provider sites, i.e., 183 
as an OS that the Provider is using for its own administration needs. Even without making this 184 
assumption, it is expected that compliant virtual machines running Linux will be available to the Consumer 185 
(e.g., a MachineTemplate provided by the Provider) and configurable so that they can process POSIX 186 
commands issued in the context of this CIMI Extension. 187 
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This extension defines a binding between a CIMI Job resource and scheduling utilities “at” and “crontab” 188 
already supported natively by POSIX.1-2008 compliant operating systems. 189 

6.1.3 General design and rationale 190 

This extension uses the Job CIMI Resource as a container for POSIX-compliant commands, focusing in 191 
this case on the utilities supporting scheduling functions “at” and “crontab”. The Job as a container 192 
represents a run-time gateway to and from the external scheduling engine. A two-way binding mechanism 193 
is described that enables: 194 

1) the invocation of a POSIX-compliant shell and scheduling utilities from the CIMI Provider 195 
implementation. 196 

2) the call-back from the “scheduler” engine (here the POSIX-compliant operating system and its 197 
scheduling utilities) to the CIMI Provider implementation, for execution of the scheduled 198 
operation. 199 

The rationale for this design is as follows: 200 

a) By using a scheduling capability residing on the Provider side instead of the Consumer side, the 201 
Consumer operations are not dependent on network reliability (i.e., the network between 202 
Consumer and Provider does not have to be up and running at the time a scheduled operation 203 
needs to be executed.) This means increased reliability for the Consumer. 204 

b) The responsibility of the proper scheduling falls on the Provider side, which is appealing to the 205 
Consumer who does not have to support and maintain a scheduling capability. 206 

c) By being aware of the scheduling requests that are registered by Consumers ahead of time, the 207 
Provider can optimize its operations. 208 

The process of scheduling an operation is two-step and follows the typical template-based Resource 209 
creation in CIMI. Yet – as template-based creation – it can be collapsed in one step. A new Resource – 210 
the JobTemplate – is defined as part of this extension: 211 

 Step 1: or registration step - creation of a JobTemplate Resource that contains the scheduled 212 
operation. This creation is expected to be done by the Consumer, although predefined 213 
JobTemplates may pre-exist in a CEP.  214 

 Step 2: or actual scheduling step - creation of a Job Resource based on the above template. 215 
This operation initiated by the Consumer amounts to executing the scheduling command 216 
registered in the JobTemplate. This scheduling command may, for example, request that a 217 
Machine be deleted on the coming Friday night. 218 

Like for any Resource, a JobTemplate can be passed by value at the time the scheduling Job is created, 219 
merging both steps in one. 220 

6.1.4 Binding with existing CIMI resources and operations 221 

The following relies on the new JobTemplate Resource, defined in clause 6.4. 222 

The JobTemplate command attribute is profiled as follow, for a POSIX.1-2008 invocation: 223 

– Value of the cmdtype key: “posix” 224 

– Value of the cmd key: a POSIX.1-2008 shell command or scheduling utility invocation such as 225 

“at” or “crontab” (see below). 226 
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Additional scripts: 227 

cimiexec: This script invokes a CIMI Job and shall be a POSIX.1-2008 shell script. It supports the 228 

binding from the external scheduling engine to the Provider CIMI implementation. It shall function as 229 
follows: 230 

 The script takes as first argument the name (a string) of a JobTemplate from which a Job will be 231 
created and invoked. It may define additional arguments. 232 

 The script sets the following environment variables, to be mapped in the output attribute of the 233 

Job invoking the script:  234 

– response: set with the standard output of the command. 235 

– returnCode: set with the status code of the command execution. 236 

For example, the command attribute of a JobTemplate may contain: 237 

“cmd”: “cimiexec createmymachine”  238 

A Job created from such a JobTemplate will invoke the script cimiexec as done at a shell command 239 

prompt, assuming the 1st argument is a string (>cimiexec “createmymachine”). The argument is 240 

the name of another JobTemplate (createmymachine) that the cimiexec implementation shall resolve 241 

into the related JobTemplate URI. The script in turn acts as a proxy Consumer and creates a Job from the 242 

createmymachine JobTemplate. For example, the script could be implemented as a “curl” command 243 

generating the Job creation request. 244 

6.1.5 Examples 245 

These examples consists of: 246 

 Scheduling of a CIMI operation at a given date, using the “at” POSIX utility. 247 

 Executing a CIMI operation on a recurring schedule, using the “crontab” POSIX utility. 248 

Example 1: scheduling at a particular date 249 

A JobTemplate containing the following command: 250 

{ “name”: “myjobtemplate”, 251 

… 252 

 “command”: {  253 

“cmdtype” : “posix”, 254 

“cmd” : “ (echo cimiexec \”machinecleanup\”) | at 2pm next week “  255 

}, 256 

… 257 

} 258 

A Job created from the myjobtemplate JobTemplate, executes at 2:00 PM the week after the current 259 

week.  The cimiexec script is in turn executing a machinecleanup CIMI Job (generated from 260 

JobTemplate of name machinecleanup). 261 
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Example 2: recurring execution of a command 262 

 A JobTemplate is defined as containing the following command: 263 

{ “name”: “myjobtemplate”, 264 

… 265 

 “command”: {  266 

“cmdtype” : “posix”, 267 

“cmd” : “ (echo 0 2 * * 6 cimiexec \”machinecleanup \”) | crontab“  268 

}, 269 

… 270 

} 271 

When a Job is created from the myjobtemplate JobTemplate , it will execute every Saturday at 2am 272 

the “cimiexec machinecleanup” command in cmd that is in turn executing the CIMI Job (from 273 

JobTemplate of name machinecleanup) periodically. 274 

6.2 Extending and profiling existing CIMI features 275 

These modifications are carried against version 0.125 of the core CIMI specification. 276 

6.2.1 Update to the capability URIs 277 

The following capability is added: 278 

 279 

Resource Name Capability Name Description 

Job JobCommandTypes If set, the value of this capability contains a list of 
command line interface types that are supported by the 
Provider [EXT-ADD: If set, the capability shall contain at 

least the “CIMI” value that identifies the CIMI-REST 
command line. If the properties are set, the Provider 
allows a Consumer to create Job resources.] 

6.2.2 Update to the Cloud Entry Point: 280 

The following collection is added: 281 
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Table 1 – Cloud Entry Point attributes 282 

Name CloudEntryPoint 

Type URI http://www.dmf.org/cimi/CloudEntryPoint 

Attribute Type Description 

jobTemplates collection 
[JobTemplate] 

A reference to the JobTemplateCollection of this Cloud Entry 

Point. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support optional; mutable 
Consumer: support optional; read-only 

Serialization addition: 283 

JSON: 284 

  "jobTemplates": { "href": string }, ? 285 

XML: 286 

  <jobTemplates href="xs:anyURI"/> ? 287 

6.2.3 Updates to the definition of the Job Resource (section 5.17.1): 288 

The content of this section narrative is now as follows:  289 

This Resource represents a process (i.e., a sequence of one or more operations directed to accomplish a 290 
specific goal) that is performed by the Provider. 291 

If a Provider supports exposing Job Resources to Consumers, each request from a Consumer that would 292 

result in a change to the environment shall result in a Job Resource being created and an absolute URI 293 

reference to that Job Resource shall be made available to the requesting Consumer. Providers may 294 

create additional Job Resources for Provider initiated operations if the Provider chooses to expose these 295 

Jobs to Consumers. 296 

[EXT-ADD: 297 

 A Provider may also allow Consumers to directly create Jobs as advertised by the JobCommandTypes 298 

capability.  299 

As a consequence Jobs can be created by either Consumer or Producer and may  provide different 300 

levels of control to the Consumer: 301 

 Jobs directly created by Consumers involve a POST request to the “jobs” collection, and use 302 

a JobTemplate Resource. These can be deleted or updated (e.g., stopped) by 303 

Consumers.  304 

 Jobs created on the initiative of the Provider i.e., without an explicit create Job request from 305 

the Consumer typically do not involve a JobTemplate and cannot be deleted or updated 306 

by Consumers. Such Jobs are intended to be exclusively managed by the Provider and have 307 
only an informative role to the Consumer. ] 308 

If a Job is not completed successfully (e.g., it is in the FAILED or STOPPED state), this specification 309 

does not place any requirements on the Provider to ensure that the affected Resources are left in certain 310 
states. Based on the environmental conditions at that time, the Provider might choose to "undo" any 311 
impact of the operation; simply halt processing; attempt some kind of "cleanup" action; or choose to do 312 
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something else. [EXT-UPDATE: However, Providers shall list all Resources impacted by the Job in the 313 
"affectedResources" attribute, thus allowing Consumers an opportunity to examine the state of each 314 
Resource themselves. However, Providers shall list all Resources impacted by the Job in the 315 
"affectedResources" attribute, thus allowing Consumers an opportunity to examine the state of each 316 
Resource themselves.] In cases where a Resource has been deleted, references to that Resource shall 317 
not appear in the "affectedResources" attribute.  318 

The Job Resource allows for nesting of Jobs. The determination of when a single operation is 319 

converted into multiple nested Jobs is out of scope of this specification. However, if there are nested 320 

Jobs, the top most Job Resource shall report the overall status of all Jobs and shall only be in a 321 

"SUCCESS" state if all nested Jobs are also in "SUCCESS" state. If nested Jobs are created, there is 322 

no requirement for the top-most Job Resource to reference all affected Resources in its 323 

"affectedResources" attribute. The Consumer needs to traverse the entire set of nested Jobs to 324 

determine the complete list of Resources impacted by the Jobs. 325 

6.2.4 Updates to the Job Attribute table (section 4.6.1): 326 

The content of Table 2 is now as follows:  327 

Table 2 – Job attributes 328 

 329 

Name Job 

Type URI  

Attribute Type Description 

state String The state of the process associated with this operation. 

Allowable values include: 

QUEUED: Indicates that the operation has not yet begun processing.[EXT-
ADD: This is the default state at creation time. The Provider should start 
running a Job in that state as early as possible.] 

RUNNING: Indicates that the operation is still being executed.  

FAILED: Indicates that the operation failed to be completed successfully. 

SUCCESS: Indicates that the operation was successfully completed. 

STOPPING: Indicates that the operation is in the process of being stopped.  

STOPPED: Indicates that the operation was stopped before completion. 

The operations that result in transitions to the above defined states are defined 

in DSP0263 clause Error! Reference source not found. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support .[EXT-SUB:  optional/mandatory]; read-only 
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Name Job 

Type URI  

Attribute Type Description 

targetResource Ref A reference to the top-level Resource upon which the operation is being 
performed. Typically, this Resource would be the Resource on which the 
operation [EXT-ADD: in the command attribute] was invoked. 

Note that if an "add" Job is executed against a "Collection" Resource (e.g., 
MachineCollection), the targetResource attribute shall reference the Collection 
Resource as that is the Resource on which the operation was performed. [EXT-
DEL: Additionally, the newly created Resource shall appear in the 
"affectedResources" attribute.] 

[EXT-ADD: 

The attribute can be empty. This is the case when the Job represents more 
than one operation that concern different Resources. This may happen either 
when the Job is a grouping construct for other jobs (through the nestedJobs 
attribute) or has a sequence of several commands associated with it.] 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; immutable 
Consumer: support optional; read-only 

affectedResources ref[] A list of references to Resources that have been impacted by this Job. Note that 
this list shall always contain the "targetResource" reference. 

Array item name: affectedResource 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; read-only 

action URI URI that indicates the type of action being performed. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; immutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; read-only 

[EXT-ADD  
(this row)]: 

command 

Map A command to be executed by this Job. See the JobTemplate definition for the 
format of CIMI operations and of external commands. When the Job has been 
created from a JobTemplate, this command or an equivalent form of it is copied 
from the same command attribute in the JobTemplate. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support optional; read-write 
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Name Job 

Type URI  

Attribute Type Description 

[EXT-ADD  
(this row)]: 

output 

Map 

 

A command outcome matching the command in the command attribute. For a 
CIMI command, the following item names are defined that should be present in 
the command output: 

 response (string): If applicable, contains the response of the matching 

command, i.e., the HTTP body that has been sent back if the Job was 
created to track a Consumer request, or would have been sent back to 
the Consumer, in case the commands of the Job come from a 
JobTemplate and not from the Consumer.  

 returnCode (integer): The operation return code. Shall be present 

whenever the state is either FAILED or SUCCESS. The value is 
specific to the implementation. Values in the range of 0 to 9999 are 
reserved for use by this specification. This code is the HTTP return 
code of the HTTP response that has been sent back if the Job was 
created to track a Consumer request, 

 location (URI): If the command creates a new resource, returns its 

URI. The content is same as the location header in the HTTP 
response if the Job was created to track a Consumer request.  

 affectedResource (ref): A reference to the main resource if any. 

Several items with this name may be present. The targetResource 
shall be duplicated here as an affectedResource.  

For commands defined by a CIMI Extension, the map items to be present if any 
are defined in the extension. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support optional; read-only 

returnCode Integer The operation return code. The specific value is specific to the implementation. 

Values in the range of 0 to 9999 are reserved for use by this specification. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; read-only 

progress Integer An integer value in the range 0 … 100 that indicates the progress of this Job. 
This value shall be 100 if the Job is no longer executing, regardless of the 
outcome. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; read-only 
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Name Job 

Type URI  

Attribute Type Description 

statusMessage String A human-readable string that provides information about the operation. It is 
used to further qualify or provide additional information about the current status 
of the operation. For example, this attribute may indicate the reason why the 
operation failed, or whether the operation was cancelled by the Consumer or 
the Provider. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; read-only 

timeOfStatusChange dateTime A timestamp indicating the last time that the status of the operation changed. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; read-only 

parentJob Ref A reference to the Job of which this Resource is a subordinate. 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; immutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; read-only 

nestedJobs ref[] An array of references to a set of subordinate Job Resources.  

Array item name: nestedJob 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; [EXT-SUB:  read-write/read-only] 

Serialization addition: 330 

[EXT-SUB (to existing similar text):   331 

JSON: 332 

  "command":   333 

    { 334 

( (“POST”|”GET”|”DELETE”|”PUT”|”PATCH”) : string ,   335 

  <httpHeadername> : string , + 336 

  “body” : any ) | 337 

( “cmdtype” : string , 338 

  “cmd” : string  )  339 

    },  340 

  341 

  "output":  342 

    {  “response” : string , ?  343 

“returnCode” : number , ? 344 
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“location” : string , ? 345 

“affectedResource” : string * }, 346 

XML: 347 

  <command> 348 

( <httpMethod name=(“POST”|”GET”|”DELETE”|”PUT”|”PATCH”)> xs:anyURI 349 
</httpMethod> 350 

  <httpHeader name=”xs:string”> xs:string </httpHeader> 351 

  <body> <xs:any>* </body> ) | 352 

( <cmdtype name=”xs:string” /> 353 

  <cmd> xs:string </cmd> ) 354 

  </command>  355 

  <output> 356 

<response> xs:string </response> ? 357 

<returnCode> xs:integer </returnCode> ? 358 

<location> xs:anyURI </location> ? 359 

<affectedResource> xs:string </affectedResource> * 360 

</output> 361 

] 362 

6.2.5 Updates on Operation Resources on Jobs 363 

The following updates are made on Section 5.17.1.1: 364 

 Operations Resource 6.2.5.1365 

This Resource supports the Read, Update, and Delete operations. Deleting a Job that is in the 366 

"RUNNING" state shall be the equivalent of first stopping the Job and then deleting it. A request to delete 367 

a running Job that does not support the "stop" action shall fail. 368 

The following custom operations are also defined:  369 

stop 370 

/link@rel: http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/action/stop 371 

This operation shall stop a Job. 372 

Input parameters: None. 373 

Output parameters: None. 374 

During the processing of this operation, the Job shall be in the "STOPPING" state. 375 

Upon successful completion of this operation, the Job shall be in the "STOPPED" state. [EXT-ADD:   If 376 

the Job was initially in a state other than QUEUED or RUNNING state, the operation is ineffective and the 377 
Provider should respond with a 4xx HTTP error code. Every job involved in the execution - that is the jobs 378 

referenced in the attribute nestedJobs – shall also be moved to STOPPED or STOPPING only if they 379 

were QUEUED or RUNNING. ] 380 
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HTTP protocol 381 

To stop a Job, a POST is sent to the "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/action/stop" URI of the Job where 382 

the HTTP request body shall be as described below. 383 

JSON media type: application/json 384 

JSON serialization: 385 

{ "resourceURI": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/Action", 386 

  "action": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/action/stop", 387 

  "properties": { string: string, + } ? 388 

  ... 389 

} 390 

XML media type: application/xml 391 

XML serialization 392 

<Action xmlns="http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1"> 393 

  <action> http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/action/stop </action> 394 

  <property key="xs:string"> xs:string </property> * 395 

  <xs:any>* 396 

</Action> 397 

Upon successful processing of the request, the HTTP response body may be empty. 398 

6.3 Additional resources and features 399 

6.3.1 Addition of a JobTemplate Resource: 400 

 JobTemplate Resource 6.3.1.1401 

This Resource represents a Job definition that can be used and reused by a Consumer to create and 402 

execute Jobs.  403 

For any CIMI operation that a Consumer can send (POST) directly to a Resource, the Consumer could 404 

instead create a JobTemplate that embeds this operation, and then create a Job from this template at 405 

the time of execution. The Consumer could also directly create such a Job by passing the 406 

JobTemplate data by value. Such an execution is always executed asynchronously, from the 407 

Consumer’s viewpoint (i.e., a Consumer-driven Job creation always returns a Job handle, not a 408 

response to the embedded operation). 409 

Here is an example of the body of a Job creation request (to be included in a POST to the “jobs” CEP 410 

collection) using a JobTemplate by value (in JSON). This Job is starting a Machine (machine1). A 411 

single request from the Consumer is sufficient to create and start such a Job: 412 

 413 
{ "resourceURI": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobCreate", 414 
  "name": "starterJob12", 415 
  "description": "A Job that starts Machine 1 ",  416 
  "JobTemplate": {   417 
    “command”: { 418 
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      “POST”: “/machines/machine1“, 419 
      “Content-Type”: “application/json” , 420 
      “body”:{ "resourceURI": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/Action", 421 
                "action": http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/action/start } 422 
      } 423 
  } 424 
} 425 

A command in the command attribute may also be an external command – i.e., not a CIMI-defined 426 

operation. An external operation is not part of a CIMI implementation, but is delegated instead to a 427 
third-party processor or tool, for which a CIMI Extension must be defined (in a separate document).  428 

A CIMI Extension is useful to leverage advanced functions not defined in CIMI, such as scheduling or 429 
scaling-out. For that purpose, this specification is only defining how to wrap such external commands in a 430 

Job so that a CIMI Provider implementation knows how to extract it and also how such commands may 431 

bind back to a CIMI operation or Resource. In such a case, the capability JobCommandTypes 432 

advertises the names of the supported command languages.  433 

A JobTemplate may refer to nested JobTemplates. When a Job is created from such a 434 

JobTemplate, nested Jobs are also created from the nested JobTemplates. These Jobs are 435 

assumed to be independent of each other and are executed without any particular order, in a mode that 436 
remains at the discretion of the Provider – e.g., they could be executed in parallel. 437 

Table 3 describes the JobTemplate attributes. 438 

Table 3 – JobTemplate attributes 439 

Name JobTemplate 

Type URI http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobTemplate 

Attribute Type Description 

Command Map A command to be executed by Jobs created from this template. 

 

For a CIMI operation (default), the command shall be a map of the form: 

 

{ <httpMethod> : URI , 

<httpHeaderName> : string , * 

“body” : any } 

 

Example (in JSON style) for a Machine creation operation: 

{ 

“POST” : “/machines” , 

“Content-Type” : “application/json” , 

“body” : {  

  "resourceURI": 

"http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/MachineCreate", 

  "name": "myMachine1", 

  "description": "My very first machine",  

  "machineTemplate": { "href": 

“http://example.com/machineTemplates/72000” } 

} 

} 

Support of external commands 

http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/action/start
http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobTemplate
http://example.com/machineTemplates/72000
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Name JobTemplate 

Type URI http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobTemplate 

Attribute Type Description 

 

A Provider may support creating Jobs executing external commands other than 

CIMI operations, e.g., a Linux command or other script invocation. In such cases, 
the command shall be a map of the form: 

 

{ “cmdtype” : <type of the command line interface>,  

“cmd” : <native command> } 

 

cmdtype identifies the type of the command – or command line interface - used 

for this command, e.g., “posix”.  

 

cmd contains the actual command to be executed, or a representation of it that is 

described in a CIMI Extension. 

 

The details of a standard binding to the command type identified in “cmdtype” 

(e.g., “posix”) – are defined in a CIMI Extension outside the scope of this 

specification.  

 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support optional; read-write 

nestedJobTemplates ref[] An array of references to a set of subordinate JobTemplate Resources.  

Array item name: nestedJobTemplate 

Constraints: 
Provider: support mandatory; mutable 
Consumer: support mandatory; read-write 

When implementing or using Job, Providers and Consumers shall adhere to the syntax and semantics of 440 

its attributes as described in Table 3 as well as in the tables describing referred Resources or related 441 
Collections. Both Consumer and Provider shall serialize this Resource as described below. The following 442 
pseudo-schemas describe the serialization of the Resource in both JSON and XML. 443 

JSON media type: application/json 444 

JSON serialization: 445 

{ "resourceURI": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobTemplate", 446 

  "id": string, 447 

  "name": string, ? 448 

  "description": string, ? 449 

  "created": string, ? 450 

  "updated": string, ? 451 

  "properties": { string: string, + }, ? 452 

  "command":   453 

http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobTemplate
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    { 454 

( (“POST”|”GET”|”DELETE”|”PUT”|”PATCH”) : string ,   455 

  <httpHeaderName> : string , + 456 

  “body” : any ) | 457 

( “cmdtype” : string , 458 

  “cmd” : string  )  459 

    },  460 

  "nestedJobTemplates": [ 461 

    { "href": string }, + 462 

  ], ? 463 

  "operations": [ 464 

    { "rel": "edit", "href": string }, ? 465 

    { "rel": "delete", "href": string }, ? 466 

  ] ? 467 

  ... 468 

} 469 

XML media type: application/xml  470 

XML serialization: 471 

<JobTemplate xmlns="http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1"> 472 

  <id> xs:anyURI </id> 473 

  <name> xs:string </name> ? 474 

  <description> xs:string </description> ? 475 

  <created> xs:dateTime </created> ? 476 

  <updated> xs:dateIime </updated> ? 477 

  <property key="xs:string"> xs:string </property> * 478 

  <state> xs:string </state> 479 

  <command> 480 

 ( <httpMethod name=(“POST”|”GET”|”DELETE”|”PUT”|”PATCH”)> xs:anyURI 481 
</httpMethod> 482 

   <httpHeader name=”xs:string”> xs:string </httpHeader> 483 

   <body> <xs:any>* </body> ) | 484 

 ( <cmdtype name=”xs:string” /> 485 

   <cmd> xs:string </cmd> ) 486 

  </command>  487 

  <nestedJobTemplate href="xs:anyURI"/> * 488 

  <operation rel="edit" href="xs:anyURI"/> ? 489 

  <operation rel="delete" href="xs:anyURI"/> ? 490 

  <xs:any>* 491 
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</JobTemplate> 492 

6.3.2 Update on JobCollection Resource (4.6.3): 493 

The following updates are made against 4.6.3: 494 

 JobCollection Resource 6.3.2.1495 

A JobCollection Resource represents the Collection of Jobs within a Provider and follows the 496 

Collection pattern defined in clause DSP0263 clause Error! Reference source not found.. This 497 
esource shall be serialized as follows: 498 

JSON serialization: 499 

{ "resourceURI": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobCollection", 500 

  "id": string, 501 

  "count": integer, 502 

  "jobs": [ 503 

    { "resourceURI": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/Job", 504 

      "id": string, 505 

      ... remaining Job attributes ... 506 

    }, + 507 

  ], ? 508 

 [EXT-ADD:     "operations": [ { "rel": "add", "href": string } ? ] ] 509 

  ... 510 

} 511 

XML serialization: 512 

<Collection resourceURI="http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobCollection" 513 

    xmlns="http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1"> 514 

  <id> xs:anyURI </id> 515 

  <count> xs:integer </count> 516 

  <Job> 517 

    <id> xs:anyURI </id> 518 

    ... remaining Job attributes ... 519 

  </Job> * 520 

  [EXT-ADD:     <operation rel="add" href="xs:anyURI"/> ? ] 521 

  <xs:any>* 522 

</Collection> 523 

6.3.3 Addition of a JobTemplate Collection Resource: 524 

The following addition is made: 525 
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 JobTemplateCollection Resource 6.3.3.1526 

A JobTemplateCollection Resource represents the Collection of JobTemplates within a 527 

Provider and follows the Collection pattern defined in DSP0263 clause Error! Reference source not 528 
ound.. This Resource shall be serialized as follows: 529 

JSON serialization: 530 

{ "resourceURI": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobTemplateCollection", 531 

  "id": string, 532 

  "count": integer, 533 

  "jobTemplates": [ 534 

    { "resourceURI": "http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobTemplate", 535 

      "id": string, 536 

      ... remaining JobTemplate attributes ... 537 

    }, + 538 

  ], ? 539 

  "operations": [ { "rel": "add", "href": string } ? ] 540 

  ...  541 

} 542 

XML serialization: 543 

<Collection resourceURI="http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1/JobTemplateCollection" 544 

    xmlns="http://schemas.dmtf.org/cimi/1"> 545 

  <id> xs:anyURI </id> 546 

  <count> xs:integer </count> 547 

  <JobTemplate> 548 

    <id> xs:anyURI </id> 549 

    ... remaining JobTemplate attributes ... 550 

  </JobTemplate> * 551 

  <operation rel="add" href="xs:anyURI"/> ? 552 

  <xs:any>* 553 

</Collection> 554 

6.4 Implementation considerations 555 

The registration of a scheduling command uses the JobTemplate CIMI resource as a gateway to the 556 
POSIX command line interface. The POSIX commands are executed on the Provider side. There are two 557 
implementation options, the details of which are outside the scope of this extension specification: 558 

 The OS used for the extension is under control of the Consumer, and under its responsibility – 559 
i.e., a virtual Machine dedicated for this purpose. The VM used for the extension (e.g., running 560 
Linux) is subject to the same security procedures as the other resources of a CEP, e.g., access 561 
control, isolation from other CEPs. 562 

 The OS used for the extension is under control of the Provider, and under its responsibility. 563 
Typically, the Provider would manage it as part of the container for a given CEP. The VM used 564 
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for the extension (e.g., running Linux) is not visible or accessible to the Consumer. It may still be 565 
specific to each particular CEP for security reasons.  566 

The JobTemplate resource allows for defining an external command or a shell script invocation and to 567 

persist these on the Provider side. This definition can be reused. Every time a Job is created from such a 568 

JobTemplate, the Consumer is triggering an execution of this command invocation or shell script. 569 

Such a script or command can in turn execute one or more CIMI operations and creates the 570 
corresponding jobs as nested jobs of the originator. A wrapper script is defined of name “cimiexec” that 571 

takes as first argument a JobTemplate name. Invocation of this script creates a Job from this 572 

JobTemplate - acting as a proxy Consumer.  573 

NOTE  The equivalent could be a curl command; however, the definition of a custom cimiexec script instead gives 574 
more flexibility to implementers, (curl is not part of the standard POSIX.1-2008 utility set), and is more concise than 575 
a full curl command (hides unnecessarily exposed URLs such as “jobs” collection JobTemplate URL for a given 576 
template name). 577 
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 ANNEX A578 

(normative) 579 

 580 

 581 

CIMI Extension Document Template 582 
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 ANNEX B583 

(informative) 584 

 585 

 586 

Change log 587 

Version Date Description 

1.0.0 2014-11-14 BLG scrub that adds POSIX-1 2008 compliant scheduling support 

1.0.0 2014-12-08 wgv 0.4.0 posted update from BrightLeaf - comments need to be addressed 

1.0.0a 2015-02-25 wgv 0.4.1 addressed comments and accepted changes 

work in progress release candidate 
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